GRANT WRITING SEMINAR SERIES

The Duke Roybal Center (NIA P30AG064201) aims to catalyze researchers across disciplines to develop, test and implement innovative behavioral interventions grounded in behavioral or social science principles to promote independent living of older adults and adults at risk for disability. Duke is one of 15 institutions in the NIH-funded Roybal Center program that has a goal for translation and integration of basic behavioral and social research findings into interventions to improve the lives of older people and the capacity of institutions to adapt to societal aging.

CALL FOR APPLICATIONS:

The Roybal Center is inviting investigators to apply for an 8-week virtual grant writing seminar series.

This workshop will provide direct, frequent, and intensive training to develop skills in grant writing for behavioral intervention development, testing, or implementation. Our goal is to meet the participant wherever they are in their grant writing journey and to share lessons learned. We aim to create a supportive environment that will help participants break grant writing into manageable steps and to practice and receive feedback at each step. Participants can expect to have an abbreviated draft of a behavioral intervention grant proposal by the end of the sessions and will participate in a mock review.

APPLICATION DUE:
Rolling Admissions Until August 1, 2022
Application information can be found at: Grant Writing Workshop – Duke Roybal

WORKSHOP DATES & TIME:
September 13, 2022 – November 8, 2022
Tuesdays 1pm-3pm
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